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Your Life Path is 9
Your Compatibility with the 1 Life Path Yin and Yang, Light and Dark, the great Alpha and Omega are
a few metaphors to describe this relationship. The odds of this union ‘sticking’ are slim indeed simply
because there is such a vast difference in how both experience the world of thought, word and deed.
Very often when a 1 and 9 energy engage in a romantic relationship, the people on the periphery think
it funny to see them together. There is an oil and water aspect here that must be acknowledged for a
long-term love match to remain. You dress differently, have very different tastes and consider different
things important. Chances are you are each other’s polar opposite and while we say opposites attract,
they also tend to push each other away when they get too close. Don’t expect to change or influence
your partner because it will never happen. Instead, focus on simple, unconditional love for each other.
Your Compatibility with the 2 Life Path This combo is a powerful alliance in business (you can negotiate
and influence just about anyone or anything) but when it comes to matters of the heart, both of your
needs and desires are not very compatible. This doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t have a go at it, Dear
9. Your 2 lover possesses something that is rare and unique: unconditional love. If you allow them,
they will give it to you freely and from the heart. What you give them in return is acceptance of their
extreme sensitivity and delicately beautiful essence. Your 2 will also help you loosen up a bit and relax
that constant focus on needing to save the world by simply showing you how to live in the moment.
Make sure you are clear with your communications and especially related to your need for ‘alone time’
to process.
Your Compatibility with the 3 Life Path Hands down, this coupling of Life Path numbers is excellent. The
9 and the 3 can form a strong unity, one that often lasts for a very long time – if not forever. You both
represent archetypes that are almost mythical in their romantic bond. Lots of stories and endless patience
and self-sacrifice could be told about this unity. And what makes this so surprising is the fact that this is
possible even though both numbers are considered self-centered, even egocentric at times. Powerful
imaginations, intense inner drives, creative and original in oh, so many fascinating ways, this coupling will
fall into the realm of ‘off-beat but compelling from the get-go. Dear 9…expect the unexpected and to
finally be able to breathe.
Your Compatibility with the 4 Life Path There is very little the 9 and the 4 see eye to eye on, so you might
want to learn to accept this from the get-go if you want this relationship to last. The problem is not that
the two of you are not compatible, more that you simply don’t connect. Again, dear 9, you have to keep
in mind that this is only one aspect of your chart, but even with that perspective this is not a promising
combination. Think of this relationship as two strangers who love each other than two like-souls who
found each other and fell in love. Here is a motto that will help navigate these divergent energies: the
less the better. This simply means the less you try to understand your partner, the more you will be able to
let love weld your hearts while keeping your minds free.
Your Compatibility with the 5 Life Path There is very little this combination has in common, in fact there
is no common ground at all. If we view these numbers as pure archetypes based on personalities of the
cardinal numbers, you will never see a 9 and the 5 huddled together, laughing and talking and sharing
jokes. In fact, keeping any conversation going is challenging at best. Like oil and water, the five and the
nine won’t, and don’t mix. With that said, if you are in a committed relationship with a 5 Life Path’r, this
indicates strong compatibilities in other areas of both your charts which has sustained this relationship. If
you are serious at giving this coupling a go, I strongly recommend one thing: respect the fact that you
see and experience your Life calling differently and that there is more than one way to achieve any
desired results.
Your Compatibility with the 6 Life Path When a 9 and 6 are found in the Life Path between romantic
partners, the compatibility is often very good. Both of you are self-sacrificing, giving and caring people,
your 6 being more practical while you Dear 9 are more idealistic. Both Life Paths are strongly affected
by a sense of right and wrong, sometimes to the extent that they get involved in politics or become
activists. This focus often strengthens the romantic bond. However there are some areas where you may
find yourself clashing if certain negative attributes of each number are allowed to grow. The 9 and 6
Life Paths are here to help humanity, big and small and one of the ways they work towards this goal is by
first working on themselves within a committed partnership. So think of it this way: the relationship is the
micro and what is learned and developed within the micro will at some point, be taken out to the macro.

Your Compatibility with the 7 Life Path This coupling usually gets along ‘just fine’ as long as too much
interaction is not required. Although compatible in some areas they are just not all that interested in
each other’s issues. If you imagine the nine and the seven as two archetypes forced to spend some
time together in a social event, you might see them politely chatting about superficial stuff for a couple
of minutes, then lapse into extended silence. However, there is no dislike, the issue here is simply a
lack of interest. Religion specifically tends to be the one spot where the 7 and 9 are incompatible. A
complete difference in taste can cause other areas of conflict. In a nutshell Dear 9, if you find yourself
in a relationship with a 7 Lover, the mutual attraction will be found in other core numbers of your charts.
Your Compatibility with the 8 Life Path The Life Path numbers are at completely opposite ends of the
spectrum, which have nothing in common and are not considered compatible. However, they are often
strongly attracted to each other; an attraction that lasts and forms the foundation for a relationship that
can remain interesting and fresh for many years, because there is always something new to discover in
each other. Your 8 lover’s destiny is to accumulate a tremendous amount of wealth and power. You,
Dear 9 cannot achieve success when motivated by worldly desires –it must come through service to
humanity as a whole. Both are as important as the other. The keyword in this relationship is respect.
As long as you respect each other, disagreements will not be able to weaken the foundation of your
relationship.
Your Compatibility with the 9 Life Path This coupling often creates a partnership that goes well beyond
romance. You are both idealists and focused on a purpose that is of service to humanity. Monetary
focus is not what is at play with this coupling, which oddly enough, produces financial prosperity albeit
not until somewhat later in life. This coupling is most often a ‘soul mate’ connection and the two of you
have come together for a higher purpose. Steeped in unconditional love, devotion and admiration,
the support you offer one another is unsurpassable. With that said, some pitfalls may exists, even in
this extremely compatible combination. The 9 vibration must be ever-vigilant with becoming excessive
with their belief systems and remain open and fluid to change of thought. It is essential to keep in mind
that even in idealism, moderation is required – in fact, it is the keyword to safeguarding this otherwise
excellent number combination.
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